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Fragility Curves for Economic Losses in Industrial Sectors
after Strong Wind Disaster: A case of 2018 Typhoon Jebi
〇Si HA, Hirokazu TATANO

This study proposes strong wind disaster fragility curves for economic losses of industrial sectors, which
represent conditional probabilities of reduction of economic losses given a strong wind. This is an extension of the
method of fragility curves for structural vulnerability. The present paper conducts a questionnaires survey
regarding economic impacts on business activities of firms after the 2018 Typhoon Jebi and estimates the fragility
curves by using the data. The estimation is conducted for different industrial sectors and the result imply that
fragility curves are different between sectors. The information of functional fragility curves in this paper are
helpful for conducting quick estimation of economic impacts on business sectors in case of large-scale strong
wind disaster. In addition, the functional fragility curves can be used by individual firms for understanding the
potential impacts of future disaster on their businesses and preparing countermeasures for the risk such as business
continuity plan (BCP).
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2. Data and Methodology
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In non-manufacturing industries, the percentage of
damage to restoration costs for buildings and
equipment is greater than in manufacturing industries,
and these are considered to contribute to the increase
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data, The percentage of taking Inundation measures
and earthquake reinforcement of buildings and
equipment fixation，Nonmanufacturing industry is less
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than manufacturing industry. Therefore, take disaster
prevention measures or not may have affected the
direct damage to buildings and equipment. From the

3. Result

questionnaire used for estimation in this paper, it can
(a) Manufacturing industry

be said that the non-manufacturing industry is more
vulnerable than the manufacturing industry.

4. Conclusion
(1) Wind speed can be regarded as a representative
variable for predicting economic losses from wind
disasters.
(2) Fragility curves also could be applicable in strong
wind disaster.
(3) The information of fragility curves in this study
(b) Non-manufacturing industry

are helpful for conducting quick estimation of
economic impacts on industrial sectors in case of
large scale strong wind disaster.
(4) Different vulnerable level could be obtained for
different industrial sectors right after disaster

